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T
he Pininfarina designed two-door
406 is undoubtedly a stylish car,
but what if you could make it even
more of a looker by transforming
it into a Ferrari 3607 Some may

argue that if you want a Ferrari, you should
only get the real thing, but most of us
couldn't afford to buy one, let alone run it.
A look-alike based on a mass production
sports car that costs much less to run than the
real thing is surely the best answer most of us
can iind?
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The Ferrari replica market has been dominated
over recent years by a variety of 308 and 355
copies based on the Pontiac Fiero and Mkll
Toyota MR2, but now Extreme Sports Carsof
Hull has created the only French car based kit.

Ashley Martin of Extreme chose the 406 as a
base vehicle becausehe could see the potential
of a front-wheel and front-engined supercar that
could offer seating for four people.

"I wanted to do it on a four-seater, speciiically
the 406, because it's a wide car so it doesn't
need big wheel spacersand is closeto the right

wheelbase - after our alterations it's only one
and a half inches longer than the genuine article.
It's also got the right sizewindscreen. The panels
line up in the right places, the dashboard is very
close to the genuine car and with our interior kit,
the door panels can easily be made to look like
the 360 door panel."

Ashley also considered the lowering potential
of the 406.

'The Peugeot can be lowered to the correct
ride height without upsetting the steering
geometry, easily achieved by bolting the track ~
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Fake Ferrari air boxes sit where the rear seats were
fitted on the 406 - you can see them via cutout above

rod end in from the top of the hub, instead of
the normal way from the bottom of the hub.

ENGINES TO MATCH
Like the 360, the 406 is a big car and has all
the extras people like to have in a high class
sportscar as standard. It's available with 2.0,
2.2-litre and 3.0-litre V6 engines and although
the cars cost over £25,000 new, secondhand
values are now less than a tenth of this amount.

With power outputs for the V6 ranging from
190 to 21 Obhp and Brembo brakes as standard,
this is probably as close as you'll get to Ferrari
performance without having to spend a
Ferrari budget.

At the time of visiting Extreme, there was
a demonstrator and customer's car to inspect.
Whilst the demo had a modest 2.0-litre twin
cam petrol engine, the customer's car boasted
the range-topping 21 Obhp V6.

The customer had removed the rear seats in
favour of a mock-up Ferrari motor in the rear,
meaning that a couple of large Ferrari decaled
air intakes can be viewed through the rear glass,
courtesy of some DIY parts from B&Q. The
interior of this car had been similarly customised
using typical Ferrari colours and a pair of
Extreme supplied Rage seats.

Extreme's demo car hasn't been so heavily
modified inside, with the rear seats remaining,
the standard dash and dials and just a few

personal touches including Rage seats, an
aftermarket steering wheel with a Ferrari badge
and some centre console trim.

On the exterior, the lines and general shape
of the car is enough to convince most people
that this is a 360. If you want to get as near
to a Ferrari as possible, Extreme can supply all
the necessary parts including wheels, lights,
suspension, fake brakes and even a fake rear
engine cover.

You'll have to agree, the end results are pretty
damned convincing.

DRIVE TIME
So the looks, both inside and out are achievable,
but what about the performance? Sat inside
the V6 was entertaining when the throttle was
floored. The ride quality is firm thanks to stiffer
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springs and a lowered ride height, not that
different one would imagine to the Ferrari 360.
As Ashley confirms: "A 360 feels every bump,
but it's a supercar, so it can't loll around like a
settee on the road. You've got to replicate the
suspension and make it as firm as the genuine
car. If you're trying to duplicate a supercar, you
don't do it just by the looks."

Paul's car uses cut down PI springs although
Extreme now stocks adjustable coilovers with
adjustment for bump and rebound, which don't
need modifying. Prices start at £500 for a full
set of coilovers with bump adjustment only and
£700 for bump and rebound which are suitable
for wheel sizesbetween l8in and 20in.

So the ride quality can also be replicated,
but what about the front-wheel drive of the
406 versus the rear-wheel drive of the 3607

For the majority of driving, this difference isn't
noticeable unless you're planning tail slides
- and would you dare to do such a thing in a
real Ferrari?

CONVERTING A 406
The conversion from 406 to 360 promises to
take 100 hours according to Extreme's sales
literature. There's a build-DVD available, which
gives the potential customer a very honest and
truthful insight into what he or she will need
to do with an angle grinder or air saw. It's
clearly been produced by one person with a
handheld video camera, so there are not many
demonstrations of doing the conversion, but
the narration is very easy to follow and after a
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couple of viewings you're left feeling confident
you could have a go.

Any two-door 406 can be used for this
conversion, of which the bumpers, bonnet, wings
and tailgate need to be removed. The roof skin
needs to be cut out along with the spare wheel
well and the rear section of the car. A 30mm
square tube framework sits in the rear of the car
and is welded to the bodywork. The gap left
by the ·missing spare wheel well is covered with
stronger 3mm steel plate.

The 406 is taller than the 360, so in true
custom car fashion, the height is chopped down.
First, 4cm is removed from the B-pillar, then the
roof frame is cut in half and the roof is pushed
down to lower it. The build-DVD provides
measurements to show how far the roof needs to
be lowered before a 30mm box section is fitted
to help retain and strengthen it.

The 406 is re-clothed in a variety of GRP
panels to transform it into a 360, including
front wings, rear quarters, front and rear panels,
bumpers, door skins and a roof.

The doors on the 406 are much longer than
a 360, so these are modified and re-skinned
with a GRP 360-looking exterior cover and door
handle. First, the rear section is cut away and
replaced with a metal bar and GRPend cap. The
new GRPskin needs to be fitted, then a cut out
made to fit a new handle that uses the existing
Peugeot lock and linkage. The B-pillar is further
strengthened and widened using several pre-
cut steel plates, which need to be welded into
position. This is also used to make the new slam
panel for shutting and locking the door.

The rear quarters and door skins are bonded
onto the 406. Major panels including the boot,
rear panel, bonnet, bumpers and wings are
bolted on and do not need any filler to hide any
misaligned gaps. According to the build-DVD,
everything should line up correctly.

A lot of thought and planning has clearly
been put into this conversion and the kit includes
all the necessary steelwork to strengthen and
adapt the 406 to accept the new GRPpanels.
Meanwhile, the build-DVD provides clear
instructions on finer detail such as modifying
the wiper motor, re-positioning the fuse box and
fitting a new filler cap.

So is it worth the effort of chopping and ~~

A Ferrari with boot this size? Of course that's one of
the benefits of using a front engined donor

Extreme's demo car has a standard 406 interior except
for a pair of Rage seats and some additional trim

Two-litre twin cam engine in Extreme's demo slots
neatly under the modified front end
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changing a 4067 If you want the looks of a 360,
but not the running costsor initial expense, then
this is worth considering. Extreme's kit is priced
between £6000 and f 10,000. You'll also need a
406 for around f 1500 upwards. So an average
build will cost around f 11,500 (including the
cost of the 406 and all the necessaryparts
supplied by Extreme). Commissioned cars are
available from £ 15,000.

Secondhand prices of the real Ferrari 360
appear to be starting at around £50,000. For

upwards of f 12,500 you can build yourself a
replica that boasts V6 performance with standard
spec luxuries including traction control, electric
toys and leather trim.

Extreme's 360 replica is certainly a tempting
build if you can't afford the real Ferrari or don't
want to be stung by the cost of insurance and
maintenance. Just look out for the hoards of kids
asking how fast your car goes and whether it's a
reaI Ferrari.•

CONTACT
EXTREME SPORTS CARS
WEB: www.extreme-sportscars.com
TEL: 01482 222793 or 078431 33731

DATA FILE
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photographers on the day, jenny V for attending
and jim who towed Nath's XSi behind his
Discovery and remembering to bring his frying
pan and kettle to keep us fed and watered.

The day was another club outing success and
we all had great fun together. The club as a
whole has been around for 25 years so there is
plenty of information for people on the site, and
a whole new network of friends to be made. It
doesn't matter what you drive from a 505 to a
new 308, get along to the site and join up to this
fantastic club and enjoy loads of benefits, club
track days, factory visits, monthly area meets and
of course our national annual convention Pugfest.

The club now has a healthy calendar with
loads of events throughout the year, and we're
always looking for people to join in the fun.
For more information or to join up go to:
WWW.psooc.com .•

Meeting up at
Calais docks, it was
time for a French
adventure ...
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